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Abstract—As Moore’s law projections continue to hold true,
more and more transistors are getting integrated on a single chip.
These transistors are being smaller each passing technology
generation. Forecasts suggest that the reliable operation of future
devices with continuously shrinking geometries cannot be
guaranteed. Currently used hardware-based fault tolerance
techniques are expensive in terms of the hardware modifications,
the corresponding expenses on verification and testing and loss of
volume savings. Hence there is a need for high-level techniques
that will ensure reliability even when the underlying hardware is
not reliable. The advent of multi-cores coupled with the
accompanying exponential increase in transistor counts threatens
to make the problem even more severe. This report compares the
performance cost of Software-Implemented Hardware Fault
Tolerance (SIHFT) techniques on two distinct architectures:
CPUs and GP-GPUs. The choice of multi-core architectures is
due to the belief that they are the way to go for all processing
cores of the future. We analyze the relative overhead of
implementing several SIHFT techniques on four different
computational kernels, present and analyze the relative
overheads of implementing them and highlight the architectural
features that lead to different tradeoffs on CPUs versus GPUs.
The results of this study present insight into the cost of
implementing SIHFT-based fault tolerance and the role that
different architectural model play and impact these costs.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

the years, electronic circuits have become smaller
and more complex. Moore’s Law [1] projections have
held so far and technology roadmaps suggest that they will
hold for at least a few more generations [2]. Each reduction in
process size has brought with it a commensurate increase in
transistor count. However, with each reduction in process size
there have been increasing concerns about the reliable
operation of these semi-conductor devices.
The decrease in transistor size and increase in transistor
density affects reliability in two ways: increasingly complex
circuits make formal and comprehensive verification costly
and difficult, and reliable fabrication of small feature sizes is
difficult [3]. These factors imply that the post-silicon behavior
of a design may not be as expected. Fundamentally, the major
reliability threats are from the following factors:
1. Silicon defects during production.
2. Failures and noise effects at run time due to high
VER

transistor density and the ever-increasing number and
density of interconnect.
3. Extreme process variations caused by the physical
limits of manufacturing techniques.
4. Design errors caused due to the ever increasing
challenge of exhaustive verification.
These challenges threaten future scaling of silicon devices.
A major reason for making transistors smaller is to reduce cost
and enhance the capabilities of electronic devices. However, if
design, verification and manufacturing become more
expensive due to reliability concerns, it will increase the cost
of the product and thereby, defeat the purpose of having more
and smaller transistors on a chip. At the same time, there will
be additional replacement, repair and serviceability costs
involved. Furthermore, a large part of the transistor budget of
the chip may be expended on building reliability-improving
features on the chip causing performance degradation: highly
undesirable by the designers and the users alike. This is an
irony considering that among the many advantages/goals of
device scaling is to improve performance and provide a larger
transistor budget to the designers.
Many high-throughput and compute-intensive applications
as well as the increasingly complex client applications run on
commodity processors that don’t support robust fault tolerance
at the hardware level. Hence, there is a need for a flexible and
scalable scheme at the architectural or programming levels to
improve system reliability.
We choose to take a look at SIHFT techniques because
these techniques offer a good trade-off in performance, cost,
and flexibility. SIHFT techniques don’t require any hardware
modification and allow for selective use of fault tolerant
mechanisms: something that hardware based techniques can’t
achieve. Further, software-based techniques can be used to
improve the reliability of existing commodity processors.
They are also effective even in circumstances where errors are
intermittent and don’t justify the power and performance
overhead of hardware-based redundancy.
We decided to take a look at two diverse architectures:
Central Processing Units (CPUs)
and General-Purpose
Graphics Processing Units (GP-GPUs). CPUs are
characterized by their Instruction Level Parallelism oriented
architectures and large caches. They typically have a small
number of complex cores and are primarily geared to reduce
latency. GP-GPUs on the other hand are targeted at compute-
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inttensive applicaations and are geared to explloit Thread-Leevel
andd Data-Level Parallelisms. They have a large number of
rellatively simple cores and small cachess. They tolerrate
meemory latency relatively well but generallly fare poorlyy in
conntrol intensivee applications.. GP-GPUs have changed the
GP
PU computingg by allowing some program
mmability of the
corres: A trend firrst started by NVIDIA
N
througgh CUDA [4] [5].
[
Wee use CUDA-capable NVID
DIA GP-GPUss and Intel CP
PUs
forr our experimennts.
The motivationn behind choossing these two architectures has
h
a lot
l to do withh the advent of
o multi-core processors
p
in the
com
mmodity segm
ments. If the current trendds continue, the
num
mber of coress is bound to keep on increeasing. The Inntel
CP
PUs of today arre at one extreme of the multti-core era: tryying
to provide muultiple cores while still maintaining the
PUs
absstraction of seerial uni-proceessor executionn. The GP-GP
on the other handd are at the oth
her extreme: exxposing the muutint) and makingg the programm
mer
corre architecture (to some exten
deaal with the inntricacies. Thee multi-core processors
p
of the
futture are bound to lie someewhere in bettween these two
t
exttremes. Our reesults will try to evaluate thhese architectuures
objjectively. How
wever, justifyin
ng which of thhe architecturess is
bettter or more prromising is bey
yond the scope of this work.
The rest of thhe report is orrganized as foollows: Sectionn 2
desscribes the rellated work in the field. Secction 3 discussses
CP
PU and GPU architectures.
a
Section
S
4 desccribes the varioous
SIH
HFT methods studied in thiss report. Sectioon 5 describes the
harrdware infrastrructure and thee simulation methodology
m
used
forr this study. Inn Section 6, we
w show the reesults and discuss
thee reasons for thhe trends. Secttion 7 providess some insight on
thee implementabbility of the algorithms. We
W conclude the
repport in Section 8.
ARE
II. RELATED WORK IN HARDWA

E
Error
Detecttion by Div
verse Data and Duplicaated
Insstructions (ED4I) by Oh et al.
a [6] is a SIH
HFT method that
t
loooks at instrucction re-execu
ution with diiverse data. The
T
schheme targets permanent
p
and transient errorrs and focuses on
finnding the best multiplication
m
factor
f
for embeedded systems.
R
Roternberg
[77] proposes a microarchiteccture-based fauulttollerance scheme that uses Active
A
and Redundant stream
ms,
callled AR-SMT. In this scheeme, a redunddant thread ruuns
parrallel to active threads, and a result comparrison is perform
med
to check for errorrs before the in
nstruction comm
mits.
R
Rashid
et al.. [8] proposee re-executionn on multiscaalar
arcchitectures as an efficient method
m
for im
mplementing faault
tollerance withoutt the need for much
m
hardwaree modification..
M
Mahmood
[9] and DIVA [10
0] suggest the deployment of a
waatchdog processor or co-prrocessor to perform dynam
mic
runntime verificattion of resultss and guard against
a
faults in
higgh-speed and sm
mall-dimension circuits.
E
Erez
et al. [111] discuss the Fault
F
Tolerancce techniques for
f
thee Merrimac Strreaming Superrcomputer. Thee novel featuree is
thaat they allow programmabiility of the haardware/softwaare
tecchniques availaable and leave it to the programmer to eithher
runn the program at full sp
peed using SIHFT
S
or att a
com
mpromised speeed using hardw
ware redundanncy methods.

r
draws innspiration from
m some of the above work,
Our report
but sticcks to implem
menting faultt-tolerance strictly at the
program
mming level wiith no hardwarre modificationn.
I
III.
ARCHITEC
CTURE
A. CPU
CP Architecture
Becaause SIHFT teechniques are particularly im
mportant on
systemss without robuust hardware-bbased fault toolerance, we
chose to
t evaluate them using com
mmodity, multti-core, x86based CPUs.
C
Sincee the general architecture of CPUs is
familiarr to most systeem designers, we
w will foregoo an in-depth
discussiion. The speciffic CPU modeels used in our experiments
are desccribed in Sectioon V.
B. CUDA
C
and GP-GPU Architectture
To unnderstand the reasons
r
that ceertain SIHFT methods
m
may
perform
m differently onn a GPU compared to a CPU, it is critical
to understand the undderlying architeectural differennces between
wo. Rather thhan focus onn details of a specific
the tw
microarrchitecture, we
w will base our discussioon of GPU
architeccture on NVIDIA's
N
Coompute Unifiied Device
Architecture (CUDA)) [5] [4], an arcchitectural model designed
s
it is the most stable
for GP--GPU. We choose CUDA since
environnment for GP-G
GPUs and is a good examplle of limited
abstracttions and the chhallenges of prrogramming a GP-GPU.
Thee development of GPU architecture has beenn driven by
grapphics applicatioons. These applications tend to
t feature
regular control graphss, streaming opperations, largee amounts of
daata parallelism,, and high floatting-point throughput
requirem
ments [12]. Ass a result, GPUs feature a largge number of
relativeely simple corees and devote most
m of their trransistor and
powerr budgets to arithmetic units rather
r
than on-cchip caches
or conntrol structuress. By devoting most of the traansistors to
ALU
Us, GPUs are abble to achieve significantly better peak
flooating point peerformance [133] [14] and enerrgy per
instrruction [15] thaan comparable commodity CP
PUs. This
means that
t the GP-GP
PUs are very good
g
at computtations while
beingg not so good at
a control. In faact, the GPU thhat we are
usingg is among the first to incorpoorate a degree of control
programmability. This inclusionn of programmaability is
howevver a double eddged sword, as while it gives a degree of
prograammability, thhe control is not like a CPU: it has much
more overhead thann a CPU. This difference
d
betw
ween CPUs
and GPUs is illustrrated in Fig.1. Fig. 1: Difference in resource

alloocation of CPUs annd GPUs.
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CUDA uses a clustered processor
p
moddel. Threads are
schheduled 32-thhread groupss known ass ‘warps’. The
T
proogrammer arrranges these warps into multidimensioonal
arrrays known as ‘thread blockss’ that are assiggned to processsor
cluusters. To reeduce controll overhead, all concurrenntly
exeecuting threadds in a clusterr share a proggram counter. In
ordder to take divvergent contro
ol paths withinn the same waarp,
CU
UDA GPUs use
u branch preedication [13], which requiires
eveery thread in a warp to execu
ute all branchinng paths. The use
u
of predication meeans that progrrams with com
mplex control fllow
PU.
andd multiple diveergent control paths are ill-suuited to the GP
Thhis causes the thhreads to execcute the divergiing paths one at
a a
tim
me. This seriaalization of th
hese sections causes a serioous
sloowdown in the execution of th
he threads.
A shown in Fig.
As
F 1, the GPU
U architecture eschews mostt of
thee control hardw
ware present in
n a modern CPU
U to devote thoose
ressources to exttra cores. GPU
U cores are inn-order and laack
sopphisticated insttruction issue, branch predicttion, or registerrrennaming logic. As a result, individual thrreads may eassily
beccome stalled due
d to branch resolution or data dependenncy
issues. The GPU
U tolerates thesse problems thhrough the usee of
w-overhead sim
multaneous mu
ulti-threading. When
W
a threadd in
low
a thread
t
block sttalls waiting for
f a memory access or brannch
ressolution, the scheduler
s
swap
ps in another thread block,, if
avaailable. As thhe number of
o threads in the applicattion
inccreases, the GP
PU’s ability to
o tolerate thesee stalls improvves.
Thhis is possible because
b
the GPU
G
features veery low-overheead
thrread schedulingg mechanisms. At the same time, as the data
d
sett size increases, the perform
mance of the GPU
G
tapers offf as
thee threads can no longer negate the effect of memory missees.
a
of CUD
DA is its memoory
One of the moost significant aspects
hieerarchy. Comm
munication betw
ween clusters is
i done througgh a
higgh-latency globbal device mem
mory. The CUD
DA model usees a
shaared memory scratchpad ratther than a caache to allow for
low
w-latency com
mmunication beetween threadss within the saame
cluuster. Registerrs are staticaally partitionedd based on the
num
mber of activve thread bloccks. Increasingg the number of
thrreads reduces the
t number of registers
r
availaable per threadd. If
thrreads require more
m
registers than are availaable in hardwaare,
reggisters are spillled to global memory.
m
Fig. 2 shows the GPU
G
meemory hierarchhy.
GPUs use verry wide memo
ory buses that allow the gloobal
meemory to achieeve a memory bandwidth off the order of 100
1
GB
B/s – several times higher th
han typical CP
PUs [5]. However
thee device memoory’s latency iss similar to thaat of a CPU main
m
meemory and am
mounts to severral hundred cyycles. In contraast,
thee GPU’s arithm
metic units arre very low-lattency. This laarge
dissparity has givven rise to a model
m
in which computations on
thee GPU can be viewed
v
as nearrly ‘free’ sincee the time it takkes
to compute resultts is often far exceeded
e
by thhe time it takess to
traansfer data to annd from globall memory.
P
Performance
optimization
n on the GPU requiires
maanagement of many resourrces. Correctlly balancing the
num
mber of registers and threads, eliminating divergent conttrol
patths, fitting thee working set inside of sharred memory, and
a
prooperly orchesstrating memo
ory accesses are critical to
achhieving peak performance [16
6]. When modiifying pre-

Fig. 2:
2 CUDA memoryy hierarchy.

optimizzed applicationns to introducee SIHFT, pertturbations to
the opttimized code can potentiaally result in unexpected
perform
mance effects. GPU
G
characterristics like regiister-spilling,
data-setts spilling on to main memoory and so onn are hard to
justify accurately
a
withhout actual com
mputations. Thherefore it is
importaant to evaluatee any applicatioon changes accross a range
of inputt sizes.
HNIQUES
IV. SIHFT TECH
Comm
mercial Off The-Shelf
T
(CO
OTS) systems are usually
designeed without tooo much considderation for fauult tolerance
[17] appart from the customary EC
CC checks onn memories,
some mechanisms
m
onn I/O and in case of large applications
such as
a databases/servers, high-ooverhead techhniques like
Dual/Trriple Modulo redundancy
r
[266]. Due to theirr low cost, it
is becooming increaasingly desiraable to integgrate COTS
componnents into laarge-scale higgh-throughput computing
systemss. Commerciall considerationns such as tim
me-to market
and cosst prevent the adoption
a
of moost of the currrently known
fault tolerance techniiques from apppearing in CO
OTS systems.
On thee other handd, feasibility and continuuous powerperform
mance overheaads are major concerns for large scale
computters. Thereforee, SIHFT techhniques whichh require no
extra haardware and a few software modifications
m
a attractive
are
options to developing fault-tolerrant systems from these
componnents.
Whenn considering which
w
SIHFT techniques to evaluate, the
cost andd feasibility off implementatioon was a prim
mary concern.
Zero haardware modifi
fication and fleexibility of impplementation
were the
t
other axees of selectioon of a fauult tolerance
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mechanism. We chose Re-execution (Time Redundancy),
Algorithmic Redundancy, Space Redundancy and Data
Diversity as the four basic redundancy techniques for this
study. These techniques provide good coverage, while being
practical to implement on a COTS microprocessor [17].
These techniques require no other hardware apart from the
microprocessor itself but do have some overhead in terms of
performance and power. Moreover, SIHFT techniques are also
much more cost-efficient than comparable hardware
techniques. The cost of adding fault tolerance to a COTS
processor would be prohibitive given the expenses incurred in
design, verification and testing of the modified processors. It
would be more efficient just to have a few more processing
nodes to overcome the performance cost of SIHFT than trying
to modify existing hardware for fault tolerance. Further,
SIHFT techniques also give the option of selective
implementation and ease of modification/upgrades. We
analyze the performance overhead cost in this report. The
following sub-sections discuss the techniques used for
evaluation.
A. Time Redundancy by Re-execution
Re-execution is a classical time redundancy technique for
fault tolerance [8]. The code is executed back to back on the
same hardware and the results are compared. If the results
don’t match, there must be an error.
All of the kernels used floating point numbers in the IEEE
754 format, so an absolute comparison of results of both the
executions would not necessarily show identical results due to
the inherent rounding-based variation in floating point
computations. Therefore, we did a range check to see if the
results of the two executions were within the same range of
values [17] [18]. The types of faults that are targeted by this
technique are transient faults (provided we wait for the
transient to subside) and permanent faults (using shifted data).
A major limitation of this approach is the high performance
overhead on conventional processors. However, this approach
is the most intuitive and simple to implement, and requires no
changes in the existing hardware and minimal changes in
existing software setups. There is also a good scope of
reducing the performance overhead of this method provided
there is some hardware support, as demonstrated in AR-SMT
[7] and Rashid [8] .
B. Space Redundancy
A limitation of re-execution is that permanent faults cannot
be detected or at best have limited coverage provided shifted
operands are used. Since the same ALU/core is going to run
both versions of the code, the error will get propagated in both
the versions of the code [17] if it is permanent or if the errorcausing transient hasn’t passed till the time of the second
execution. Therefore, the error can escape detection and
render the redundancy technique futile. The solution to this
issue is to use different hardware to execute the two versions
of the code and then compare the results of both. GP-GPUs

typically have a very large number of cores. Hence, different
threads were mapped to different processing elements and
their results were compared. Space diversity is also possible in
multi-core CPUs. This ensures a much greater coverage and
error detection capability when compared to simple reexecution. The performance overhead should not be as high as
that of re-execution provided there are idle cores, but the
scheduling constraints imposed by running two independent
threads in parallel tends to limit the performance of COTS
processors. This method can be used to handle intermittent,
transient as well as permanent faults. This method differs from
AR-SMT [7] which uses the same hardware to run the
redundant threads. This method may seem a lot like Dual
modulo redundancy, however, the main difference between
the two is that while DMR requires that the redundant
hardware should execute the code all the time, it has a 100%
performance overhead in the least (provided the same
hardware) or a 100% hardware overhead if the hardware is
replicated. Spatial redundancy however, can be judiciously
used, thereby having a much lesser overhead than a full-time
DMR system.
C. Redundancy through Data Diversity
Data Diversity involves dividing the input region into two
parts: failure and non-failure regions [17] [19]. The testing
process involves executing the program with one given input
and then executing once again with slightly perturbed inputs
[6]. The outputs of the two runs are then compared, preferably
before the computation modifies any stable storage/
architectural state. If either of the two sets of inputs lies in the
failure region, the error can be detected.
In our implementation, we used the explicit perturbation
method for data diversity and exact re-expression, allowing us
to use the output of the perturbed set of inputs as well. We
also compared the outputs of the two runs for errors. Since we
were dealing with floating point numbers, we had to choose a
suitable method for data diversity. Simply shifting or adding
integral constants will not give a good coverage, because it
will not affect the floating point components. Therefore we
chose the method of multiplying the data by a floating point
and/or integer constant. The fault coverage of this method
depends on the data sets chosen for re-computation. It is
important to note that while this may seem a lot like reexecution, it differs from it in two major ways: the fault
coverage afforded by this is much higher and it involves extra
computations to produce the perturbed inputs and to compare
the results of the two runs.
D. Algorithm-based Fault Tolerance (ABFT).
Algorithmic Redundancy/Algorithm Based Fault Tolerance
(ABFT) [20] is yet another approach to provide fault detection
and diagnosis through data redundancy. It is usually
implemented at the application software level and hence has
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various implementations possible. ABFT techniques have
been widely used for matrix-based signal processing
applications such as matrix multiplication, inversion, LU
decomposition and Fast Fourier Transforms [17].
In this method, ABFT for matrix multiplication is
implemented using a checksum code. We used the Row
checksum matrix of one of the operands (Ar) and multiplied it
with the Column checksum matrix of the other operand (Bc). If
A and B are both m*n matrices, then Ar and Bc are of size
m+1*n and m*n+1 respectively. The last ie. m+1st row and
the n+1st column of A and B have the row and column
checksums of the operands. The product matrix is a
m+1*n+1 matrix [17] [20]. We use the first m*n of the
product to compute the checksum of the result separately and
then compare it with the checksum included in the Row and
Column matrices.
For Ocean, a specific ABFT algorithm is devised. This
algorithm uses just the row checksums; however, they are
divided into even and odd checksums (corresponding to the
even and odd elements of the array). The Ocean algorithm was
studied in depth and the behavior of the checksums was
looked at. Then, the ABFT procedure was drawn out so that
the checksums mimic the behavior of the actual data elements
(as though the checksums were computed at each step of the
algorithm). The verification of checksums was the same as
that for matrix multiplication.
The ABFT algorithm for FFT was inspired by the work of
Wang et al. [25]. The basic methodology included adding an
extra row to the FFT co-efficient matrix and computing the
FFT thereafter. The last element pair (real and imaginary) in
the computed FFT was matched with the product of the input
signal and the extra row in the co-efficient matrix.
The ABFT procedure for SAXPY was very straightforward.
Row checksums were added for both the input matrices. Then
after SAXPY execution on the extended matrices, the output
checksums were compared with the sums of all the rows in the
output.
In general, if the checksums don’t match, we have detected
an error. This method can be used to detect three erroneous
elements of any checksum matrix and correct up to one error.
The overhead in this scheme is lower as compared to reexecution and it can be performed on existing hardware using
no modifications. This scheme was earlier thought to be very
restrictive and good only for matrix based computations.
However, it has been shown to be a viable alternative for
checkpoint/ roll-back and recovery methods for fault
tolerance.
E. Expected Outcomes
As part of our study, we wished to consider whether the
actual overhead costs of SIHFT techniques were consistent
with the intuitive expectations that a typical programmer
might have. Hence we decided to evaluate all the techniques
for the above kernels on actual hardware for the purpose of
performance comparison.
Re-execution is simply the re-computation of every result,
so one might intuitively expect it to have a 100% overhead on
both CPUs and GPUs. Spatial Redundancy seems to benefit
from a multitude of cores, so it should have lower overhead on
GPUs than on CPUs. Data Diversity involves computing using

one different and one shared operand and a final comparison.
Hence, one can expect it to have slightly higher overheads
than re-execution owing to extra computations for creating
and comparing diverse data sets. ABFT has quite a bit of
shared data computations and hence one can expect the GPU's
performance to be limited by its ability to move data between
threads. Overall, although GPUs may be faster than CPUs in
absolute time, the overheads should depend on the different
data-sharing and computation models used in CPUs and
GPUs.
V. HARDWARE USED
Though there are several robust CPU simulators, the
currently available simulators for GPUs are limited. Therefore,
we decided to implement all our methods in software and run
them on real hardware systems. This would not only yield
accurate, real-world results, but it would also help us in
implementing strictly practical and feasible techniques.
One CPU and one GP-GPU hardware platforms were used for
the study. The kernels used for the study were chosen to
represent the scientific computation environment as well as
parallel algorithms very well. The hardware used is briefly
described below:
A. NVIDIA GeForce 8800GTX
The 8800 GTX consists of 681 million transistors covering a
480 mm² die surface area built on a 90 nm process [21] [22]. It
has 128 stream processors clocked at 1.35 GHz, a core clock
of 575 MHz, and 768 MB of 384-bit GDDR3 memory at
1.8 GHz, giving it a memory bandwidth of 86.4 GB/s [22].
B. Intel Core2Quad Q9400 CPU (CPU4T)
The Core2Quad is designed to handle massive compute and
visualization workloads. The version that we used had 4 cores,
6 MB of L2 cache and was clocked at 2.66 GHz. It has 1.33
Ghz FSB and is built using the 45nm process technology [23].
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results of the aforementioned
algorithms. We have used performance overhead and not
absolute timing results as the basis of comparison. The GPUs
are an order of magnitude faster than the CPUs for all
computations, because they have been specifically designed
for compute intensive environments. Therefore, normalized
execution times over the baseline are the best metric for
comparing the performance of the two architectures. We talk
about the cost of each of the techniques one kernel at a time.
The matrix multiplication kernel is discussed the first and the
other kernels thereafter are described with reference to the
matrix multiplication kernel.
A. Matrix Multiplication
Matrix multiplication is a good example of a frequently used
engineering/ scientific kernel. It is also an excellent example
of a highly parallel algorithm and of how a seemingly serial
algorithm can be broken into parallel executable sections.
i. Re-execution
Figure 3 shows the normalized execution time for ReExecution-based fault tolerance compared to the original non-
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fault-tolerant version of the code. The GPU has significantly
lower overhead than the CPU for this scheme for all the matrix
sizes.
For all the matrix sizes, the CPU implementation required
twice as much execution time as its baseline, reflecting a
linear scaling with the number of floating point operating. The
variation in the overheads at 256 can be attributed to both
variations in measurement accuracy caused by the very low
absolute execution time on a data set of this size.
The GPU showed a much smaller penalty for the addition of
re-execution. For the 256 X 256 matrix, it exhibited only a
17% increase in execution time, despite performing twice as
many multiplications. This reflects the GPU axiom that
2.5
2

performance in ABFT when compared to the other SIHFT
techniques can be ascribed to two facets of the matrix
checksum algorithm used: First, ABFT is a relatively control
intense application with interleaved computations. CPUs are
more suited for these than GPUs. ABFT computations require
performing block wise matrix multiplication as well as row
and column-wise checksum computation and result
verification. Hence a simple parallel version of ABFT requires
launching multiple kernels on GPUs. The overhead associated
with each kernel launch is a significant factor of the run time.
The changing memory access sequences also contribute to the
time overhead. Therefore, we can see that as the matrix size
increases, these overheads get amortized over a large number
of elements and hence GPU performance keeps on improving.
The GPUs’ overhead eventually matches the CPUs when the
matrix size goes to 4096 X 4096. The difference in the
overheads for the two CPUs is within tolerable limits.

1.5
1
0.5
0
256

512

1024

2048

GPU_ABFT

GPU_RE‐Ex

GPU_DD

GPU_SPACE

4096

2.5
2
1.5
1
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0
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2048

CPU_ABFT

CPU_RE‐Ex

CPU_DD

CPU_SPACE

4096

Fig. 3: Comparison of overhead for matrix multiplication

computations are nearly free compared to memory transfers.
Re-executing using data already stored in shared memory
produced only a small performance penalty.
The performance cost of re-execution scales upward on the
GPU, reaching almost 50% for the 1024 X 1024 matrix and
upwards. This increase occurs because the large matrix size
requires a large number of thread blocks. As the number of
blocks increases, there is an inflection point at 1024 X 1024
after which the impact of register spilling kicks in and beyond
that, the overhead becomes stable right up to 4096 X 4096.
ii. ABFT
Fig. 3 shows the normalized execution overheads are as
expected for CPU and GPU for ABFT. The CPU outperforms
the GPU in this segment. The GPU’s relatively poor

iii. Space Redundancy
Figure 3 shows the normalized performance when
implementing space redundancy – re-execution with the
second execution taking place on a different processor core.
This was achieved on the CPUs by ensuring that two copies of
the multiplication algorithm run on separate codes by using
duplicate threads. The CPU incurs large performance penalties
for this technique, due to the high overhead for scheduling,
communication, and synchronization between CPU cores and
the inability to cache data between executions. These
performance hits can be attributed to the fact that using cores
independently limits the dynamic scheduling capabilities of
the processor.
The GPU is able to take advantage of its high-efficiency
thread scheduling to achieve substantially less overhead than
the CPU. The large number of processing elements and lowoverhead scheduling on the GPU means that the scheduling
limitations which hamper the CPU performance are felt much
less on the GPUs - at least for small data sets. Up to the 2048
X 2048 matrix, its performance overheads are smaller than
those of the CPUs. However, the cost scaling due to register
spilling is amplified when using space redundancy because it
generates twice as many threads as other forms of reexecution, halving the number of registers available to thread
blocks. Since our CUDA GPU doesn’t have automatic caches,
the cost of register spilling is extremely high as the spill goes
out to main memory. This comes into play at larger data sizes
and leads to the trend of increasing overhead as the size of the
dataset increases. The expected performance from spatial
redundancy was different from the actual performance owing
to several architectural factors for both CPUs and GPUs.
iv. Redundancy through Data Diversity
Fig. 3 below shows the normalized performance when
implementing Re-execution with Data Diversity. To add
diversity to our floating point data, we multiplied each result
by 2 then divided the each element of the result matrix by 2
after it had been computed. The addition of this extra
operation has some effect on the performance of the CPU
when compared to conventional re-execution.
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This can be attributed to the extra multiplication operations
(2 times per element) that need to be performed for this
scheme. The small matrix size (256 X 256) is an outlier here
for the CPU with 4 cores. We believe this is due to the reasons
mentioned in Re-Execution. The two CPUs overall have
similar overheads.
The overheads on GPUs are much less than those on CPUs
for all operations. However, there is an increase in the
overhead over Re-Execution. The amount of increase in
overhead is less than that of the CPUs, because floating point
operations are executed much more efficiently on GPUs as
compared to CPUs. Overall, the normalized execution times
for CPUs followed intuition, while GPUs outperformed due to
cheaper computations.
The matrix multiplication comparisons reveal that ABFT is
the best technique for CPUs while the technique of choice for
GPUs varies as per the size of the input matrices.
B. Ocean Simulation
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ii. Data Diversity
The data diversity trends are also the same as those for
matrix multiplication: they follow the re-execution numbers
closely with an extra overhead justified by the additional
calculations owing to the extra computations required for the
operations on creating the perturbed data sets.
iii. ABFT
The CPU shows a trend similar as that for ABFT for matrix
multiplication. The overhead is close to 10% irrespective of
the matrix size; in fact it goes on reducing slightly as the
matrix size increases. This can be attributed to the fact that
even the CPU version is able to have a better parallelization
characteristic as the number of threads increases.
The performance overhead on the GPUs however shows a
difference. The overhead trend is the same as that matrix
multiplication, however, the values are lesser. This is due to
the fact that the operations in this kernel are performed on a
single matrix as opposed to two matrices in matrix
multiplication. Therefore, the overhead of computing and
comparing the checksum as well as the general book-keeping
of the checksum is much lesser here. Though the same
argument applies to CPUs as well, their effect is less
pronounced due to their inherently efficient execution of the
ABFT code.
iv. Space Redundancy
The space redundancy trends are similar to those of the
earlier kernel for CPUs and GPUs, except for the fact that they
have a little decrease in overhead. This is again due to the fact
that the overall size of the data set for this kernel is half that of
the earlier one.

2.5

256

overhead for re-execution is almost 100%. This is again due to
the very nature of the re-execution method.
GPUs also show a similar trend with smaller matrices
having very low overhead and the overhead keeps on
increasing as the matrix size grows.

4096

Fig. 4: Comparison of overhead for Ocean simulation

Ocean simulation is a kernel from the SPLASH2
application kernel. It is representative of a good
multiprocessor application that requires inter-thread
synchronization and is not exactly embarrassingly parallel.
Fig. 4 above shows the results for Ocean.
i. Re-execution
The re-execution approach for Ocean shows trends that are
similar to those for matrix multiplication. On the CPU, the

C. SAXPY
SAXPY is a widely used benchmark for processor
performance characterization. It is an example of a
embarrassingly parallel kernel as well as a kernel that is very
light-weight in terms of the order of computations. However,
at the same time, its data-set is as big as that of matrix
multiplication. Fig. 5 shows the results for SAXPY.
i. Re-execution
Re-execution for both CPU and GPU on SAXPY continues
the trends of the earlier kernels.
ii. Data Diversity
Data diversity too mimics the behavior of the earlier
kernels, as expected.
iii. ABFT
The performance for this algorithm however, throws a few
surprises. ABFT has been by far the most efficient SIHFT
techniques in this study so far, with less than 15% overhead on
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CPUs for both the kernels above. However, for the SAXPY
kernel, it shows a much higher overhead on CPUs, starting at
nearly 1.75X and dropping as the number of threads increases
(matrix size increases). This can be attributed to the very
nature of the ABFT implementation. The order of
computations for the checksum evaluation is close to that of
the order of computations for the actual algorithm. Therefore,
at small matrix sizes, the overhead is high, however, as the
data-set expands, the overhead becomes smaller as the
difference in the orders becomes more significant. However,
ABFT is not as convincing here as in earlier cases.

D. FFT
FFT has always been a kernel that has drawn a lot of attention:
be it in terms of efficient and fast hardware implementations
or even the parallelization potential of the basic computation.
It is also a good example of a typical engineering or scientific
3
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Fig. 6: Overhead comparison for FFT.
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Fig. 5: Overhead comparison for SAXPY

A similar effect can also be seen from the GPU figures,
with the initial overhead with ABFT being almost 2X (100%)
and then coming down to 1.7X as the data set size increases.
The drop in the overhead as the matrix size increases is not as
great as the ones in the earlier kernels. This is mainly due to
the fact that the creation of extra threads cannot negate the
very fact that the orders of computations in the actual kernel
and in the checksum algorithm are comparable.
iv. Space Redundancy
The figures for Space Redundancy are very similar to those
of the earlier kernels and there are no surprises in store here.
This is a reflection of the similar natures of matrix
multiplication and SAXPY.

computation and is representative of the nature of work that
one can see in compute intense environments.
i. Re-Execution
The re-execution trends for the CPU are unchanged from
the previous algorithms. However, the trends for the GPU are
surprising. The GPU shows a 2.5X normalized execution time.
This is mainly to do with the nature of re-execution. In reexecution the entire algorithm has to be executed twice. The
FFT algorithm can be basically split up into 2 parts: creating
the co-efficient matrix and performing the actual FFT
computation. The GPU is not the thing to choose if there are
large scale accesses to memory involved and that is precisely
the reason for its dismal performance. While re-executing the
code, the GPU has to fill the co-efficient matrix 2 times. This
means that a large block of memory has to allocated for this
matrix and that the threads have to store data into this large
matrix. The size of the matrix itself demands that there have to
be global memory accesses. And, the GPU execution is
penalized severely for every global memory accesses,
especially if the number of threads present is insufficient to
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hide the memory accesses latency. This is precisely what
happens at small matrix sizes.
As the matrix size increase, however, the number of threads
available for scheduling increases and therefore enables the
GPU to tolerate memory latency better. Hence, the GPU
performance increases as the number of point for FFT
increases, thereby increasing the number of threads in-flight
for every computation.
ii. Data Diversity
As always, the data diversity numbers follow the numbers
for re-execution to a great extent.
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iii. ABFT
The ABFT algorithm for FFT is unique. The order of
computations required for producing the checksum is the same
as the order of computations required for the actual FFT
algorithm. Therefore, if a single signal is to be transformed,
the overhead will be closer to 100%.
However, FFT is not usually an algorithm that is used on a
single input data-set. In fact, one of the most common
applications of FFT is transforming streaming data. With that
in mind, it is not impractical to consider that the number of npoint (n = number of elements in the input) signals available is
to the order of 10. Hence we have assumed that the FFT is
computed on ten signals in succession. This means that the
overhead of the ABFT checksum computation is distributed
over 10 runs and hence falls down to around 1.1X or 10%.
Here again, the CPU performs better than the GPU but not by
much. In fact, the presence of ten input signals creates an
abundance of threads for the GPU to use in its various tricks to
hide memory latency. Hence, ABFT on GPU in this case
works better than for any other kernel.
iv. Space Redundancy
The space redundancy figures are in tune with the other
applications that have been looked at earlier.

VII. INSIGHTS ON IMPLEMENTABILITY
Having looked at the various performance overheads of the
SIHFT techniques, it makes sense to look at some things that
are not glaringly evident from the above numbers and
discussion. In this section, we will talk about those in some
detail.
A. Flexibility of Implementation
We had claimed that SIHFT techniques allow for
implementation flexibility unlike hardware based techniques.
To make that picture clearer, we present a small study of the
overheads in a flexible implementation. We have assumed that
Re-execution, Data Diversity and Space Redundancy have
overheads close to 100% (2X normalized execution time).
ABFT is assumed to have a 40% (1.4X) execution overhead.
These values are not too far from the actual (pessimistically at
least) and therefore should provide as good indicators of some
typical implementations.
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Fig. 7: Demonstration of flexible execution for various critical sections.

This analysis may seem intuitive to some, but without it, the
flexibility of implementation cannot be represented
effectively. The fig X. shows the numbers for our
implementations. The critical section i.e. the section of the
code that has to be protected using SIHFT techniques is varied
from 10% to 100%. This would usually be a function of the
nature of the application being used.
The figure shows that depending on the length of the critical
section, the overhead changes. The normalized execution time
can be as low as 1.04X of baseline (ABFT for 10% critical
section) to 2.15X (Space Redundancy for 100% critical
section). The above figure gives a good idea of the
performance overhead that can be expected in a flexible
implementation.
B. ABFT: Pros and Cons
As can be seen on most of the results above, ABFT looks
like the best technique for fault tolerance. It has low overhead
for most types of computations. However, what is not so
evident is the challenge of implementing ABFT.
ABFT implementation needs a thorough understanding of
the algorithm under study. The behavior of the data elements
and how the checksum computation is affected by them needs
to be closely monitored. In all the above cases, ABFT has
been the most challenging algorithm to implement. Thus, the
low runtime overhead is also coupled with a high overhead for
implementation. It is a classical trade-off, in the sense that if
the resources are available to study and implement it, it is
surely a hands-down winner at runtime.
Another subtlety in the implementation of ABFT is its
applicability to non-matrix applications. Much work needs to
be done to prove that it is indeed widely applicable
irrespective of the underlying algorithm.
At the same time, if hardware support for checksum
computation on the working sets of a program is incorporated,
it will not only bring down the initial implementation and
programming overhead, but also improve the performance of
ABFT further.
VIII. CONCLUSION
GP-GPUs provide an attractive platform for scientific
applications. Commodity GPUs do not provide built-in
support for hardware fault tolerance, however many SIHFT
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techniques can be applied to GPUs. We have shown that
several of these techniques incur much smaller performance
penalties on a GPU compared to a CPU as long as the physical
limits of the GPU are not exceeded. In particular, re-execution
is well-suited to the GPU, since computational power is
plentiful and adding extra computations is inexpensive since
global memory latency often dominates execution time. Space
redundancy also works well, provided the application size is
small. With the exception of control-heavy techniques like
ABFT, the overhead of software-based fault tolerance is much
lower than on CPUs Therefore, we believe that most of the
software-based fault tolerance techniques devised for CPUs
can be efficiently employed on GPUs with a much lower
performance penalty.
An important observation from the research is also the
difference in the predictability of performance of CPUs and
GPUs. This is extremely important from a programmer’s
perspective. As the size of the data set increases, the CPU
performance remains very predictable, while the GPU
performance improves or deteriorates depending on the effect
on its memory management. This may sound like a challenge
to a few programmers, but on a whole, any sort of
performance unpredictably, especially to the degree shown by
the GPU is generally not welcome.
We have also seen that the SIHFT techniques deliver on the
promise of allowing flexibility of implementation and are
totally feasible with zero hardware modification. These
attributes will certainly mean that they are front-runners when
it comes to handling processor fault tolerance efficiently.
Going forward, it will be interesting to see the approaches
that processor makers take to implement high-speed
processors on a relatively unreliable fabric. GPU-type
architectures promise much better performance on SIHFT
techniques. CPU architectures meanwhile have the traditional
heavy weight of backward compatibility in their favor. They
also tend to give much more predictable performance while at
the same time being better at control oriented SIHFT
techniques (as expected). Whether it is the GPU-like parallel
architectures that compel programmers to know their target
hardware intricately or the expanded multi-core versions of
CPUs that promise compatibility and predictability at the cost
of outright performance that will gain further traction in the
future is an open question. In either case, with the realistic
threat of unreliable transistors in the near future, we believe
that the importance of using high-level and cost-effective
SIHFT for fault tolerance will grow.
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